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Digital Paradise exhibition brings Miguel Chevalier’s
intuitive virtual garden to Hong Kong for the first time.
Hong Kong, September 2, 2014 -- Puerta Roja proudly presents Digital Paradise, Miguel Chevalier’s first solo
exhibition in Hong Kong. From October 9-19, Digital Paradise will feature works from the artist’s celebrated
virtual garden concept known as the Fractal Flowers series, including a new large-scale digital installation
that will be shown for the first time.
Miguel Chevalier’s first Hong Kong exhibition is one of the highlights of a landmark year for the internationally
recognised artist, whose recent projects include an iconic digital installation projected onto the façade of
the Grand Palais during Paris Art Fair; Magic Carpets, an interactive light display in the former Sacré Coeur
church in Morocco and at the Castel del Monte in Italy. His work, The Origin of The World, an immersive
virtual reality installation, was one of the featured pieces at Metamorphosis of the Virtual 5 + 5, a group
exhibition at the chi K11 Art Museum in Shanghai. The artist collaborates with Samsung in Berlin later this
month, after being commissioned to create a digital installation that merges art with the latest technology.
Born in Mexico and based in Paris, Miguel Chevalier is a pioneer of virtual and digital art, having focused
exclusively on computers as an artistic means of expression since 1978 – before the personal computer
became widely used by the public. During the exhibition, a series of educational events and programs will
allow practitioners, students and the public to engage with the artist, who will share insights into his practice
as it has evolved with technology.
“It’s not because I use a computer that I’m modern,” said Miguel Chevalier. “I’ve always preferred using
the tools of today because I feel they offer such great potential in opening new, as yet unexplored fields in
the world of the visual arts.”
Digital Paradise presents a myriad of forms and mediums in the Fractal Flowers series, an evolution of the
artist’s work that began at the start of this decade titled Other Natures. The works are often large-scale yet
intimate observations of the plant kingdom, transposed within a digital universe. The process of developing
computer-created coloured plant forms is in fact directed by software conceived specifically by the artist.
Miguel Chevalier creates "virtual seeds", allowing them to grow, come to fruition, die, and be reborn – giving
birth to an infinite variety of forms and landscapes in a generative virtual reality.
Beyond their aesthetic and playful qualities, Fractal Flowers questions both the status of the work of art in the
digital era and the stakes involved with genetic manipulation. Nothing can predict what these “fractal
flowers” might produce, free as they are to infinitely cross and reproduce. Visitors to Digital Paradise will not
only have their own immersive experience with the centrepiece of the exhibition, their presence will in fact
alter the piece as it responds and changes with interaction - constantly transforming, never repeating.
With Fractal Flowers, he demonstrates that his artistic intent is firmly anchored in our technological age. And,
as Mexico's Consul General to Hong Kong, Alicia Buenrostro Massieu points out, his monumental and iconic
works have the power to captivate audiences around the world: “Miguel Chevalier’s works at the Fine Arts
Palace in Mexico City and the Grand Palais in Paris cemented him as a worthy contemporary heir to the
great modern muralists of his native Mexico, Diego Rivera and David Alfaro Siqueiros, who both created
works in public spaces so that art became accessible to the largest possible number of people”.
By bringing this icon of digital art to Hong Kong for his first solo exhibition, Puerta Roja also continues to
pioneer Latin American art in Asia as part of its commitment to be an active conduit between these diverse
cultures.

Exhibition

“Digital Paradise”, Miguel Chevalier

Exhibition Dates

October 9-19, 2014. Open to the public.

Location

Puerta Roja at The Space, 210 Hollywood Road, Sheung Wan, Hong Kong

Miguel Chevalier Highlights, 2014

Grand Palais, Paris, March 27-30

Metamorphosis of the Virtual 5 + 5, Shanghai, July 5 – August 31

Magic Carpets 2014, Castel del Monte, Italy, August 23-31

Media Contacts
High-resolution images of selected works from the Digital Paradise exhibition are available
upon request. For more information about the exhibition and related events, please contact:
Louise Wong | louise@creativecity.hk | +852 9868 6373
Jan Pang | jan@creativecity.hk |+852 9180 0886

About the Gallery: Puerta Roja
Founded in 2010 by Adriana Alvarez-Nichol, Puerta Roja opened its art space a year later in
Sheung Wan, Hong Kong’s most exciting and dynamic art district. Since then, the gallery
has introduced Latin American art through high quality exhibitions, educational talks about
the history of the art market and the presence of Latin American art in the global art scene,
both in its own space as well as a number of art and business forums. Puerta Roja takes a
welcoming, ‘open house’ approach to introduce aspiring and seasoned collectors to the
broad range of talented Latin artists. Puerta Roja is a founding Board member of the Hong
Kong Art Gallery Association (HKAGA).
Adriana Alvarez-Nichol is the first art dealer in Hong Kong dedicated to Latin American art
in Asia Pacific and Vice-President to the Board of the HKAGA. Born in Mexico, but having
spent her working life in London and around the world, Adriana has always been
passionate about the artists of her homeland. As both new and established collectors look
for higher quality art and greater diversification, Adriana is opening the door to Latin
American and Spanish art.
Under her guidance, Puerta Roja collaborates with a wide network of renowned galleries
from Latin America, Asia and Europe, independent art exhibition venues, innovative art fairs,
international art dealers and non-profit art organisations. The gallery invests in the primary
market, arranges for commissions, sources specific mandates and intermediates in the
secondary market, primarily between Asian and Latin American private collectors.
Prior to becoming an art dealer, Adriana’s long career in investment and private banking
took her to Europe, Asia Pacific, USA, Africa and the Middle East. Adriana is an Economist
and holds an MBA from the London Business School. She was also a recipient of the
prestigious British Chevening Scholarship and named as one of the “Top Ten Most Powerful
Mexican Women Abroad” by CNN. Adriana is an Economist from ITAM and holds an MBA
from the London Business School.

